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Abstract: World economy showed an important development after 9/11. With the 
transition of neoliberal economy programs, employment around the world had incre-
ased until 2008 global financial crisis. Because of the devastation effects of the crisis, 
the increase in the employment level stopped and reached a record level in some coun-
tries after 2008. Current appropriate economic policies are not enough because there 
are some factors which arise jobless growth. For instance, globalization, labor cost, tax 
burden, substitution between technology and labor, capital -intensive markets and so 
on create jobless growth, particularly in developing countries. In other words, econo-
mic policies are not enough to solve unemployment problem. In addition to these poli-
cies, contemporary and qualitative approaches should be used. One of these approaches 
is meritocracy. In terms of employment phenomenon, meritocracy is a notion that cre-
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ates efficiency and justice in an economy. One of the examples which creates jobless 
growth is globalization. Globalization has adverse effects as well as positive effects. 
One of the examples is a substitution between technology and labor. If there is much au-
tomation in a company, less labor is employed. And this hampers to notice talented per-
sons who create more efficiencies than technology can do. In addition, because these 
talented persons are unemployed due to technology substitution, some structural con-
flicts can arise. Although the reasons of jobless growth are based on economic reasons, 
the most efficient solution is to establish a meritocratic system. By using this system, 
the output will become more qualified than that of now because in that case the people 
in the system will become more qualified. In this study, the significance of meritocracy 
in eradication jobless growth will be emphasized and some examples related to develo-
ping countries will be given, and from this perspective some proposals will be presen-
ted to figure jobless growth problem out by creating a meritocratic system.

After terrorist attacks on 11 September 2011, the world has changed its direc-

tion in terms of politics and economics. For this reason economic policies be-

come more capital-oriented. This indicated that neoliberal economic programs 

came into force after that time. New investments were made and employment 

increased. However, because the economic programs did not focus on human, 

the world markets were shaken and employment levels again decreased. After-

math, employment levels have begun to increase again. Put it differently, fluc-

tuations have been seen for a decade. These fluctuations underlie the jobless 

growth problem especially around developing economies.

From this perspective, in the first subject, we define the concepts of meri-

tocracy and jobless growth to understand better the situations of developing 

countries. And we specify the reasons of jobless growth in the upcoming sec-

tion. The importance of merit of meritocracy in economy is what we tell about 

in the third subject. In the discussion section, we compare unemployment and 

growth rates of developing countries to demonstrate jobless growth periods. 

After that, necessary arrangements are presented to establish a meritocratic 

system in developing economies to avoid economic fluctuations. 

 

The aim of this article is to show jobless growth occurs if there is no meritocra-

cy. To demonstrate this fact, we will use statistical data about unemployment 

and growth rates of selected important countries. And we will evaluate these 
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facts in terms of fairness and justice. However, the concept of meritocracy and 

jobless growth can be understood very well to show the relationship between 

meritocracy and jobless growth. For this reason, these subjects will be expla-

ined in detail. After explained these notions, the evaluation about meritocracy 

and jobless growth will be done. In addition, some proposals will be presen-

ted to eradicate the problem of jobless growth within the scope of meritocracy.

Meritocracy means a link between individual toil and qualification obtained 

by schooling (Otero 2010, 399). In addition, race, gender, religious, class and 

other status indicators are not taken into account (Schmidt 2005, 130). In other 

words, there is no distinction between an individual’s origin and his/her out-

comes in life in a meritocratic system (Longoria 2006, 4). As seen in a merito-

cratic system justice is included. However, without equality it does not mean 

any sense. By saying equality, it should be understood opportunity equality so 

that qualified people can participate in some beneficial actions for society gain. 

That’s why; meritocracy should be detailed to present both justice and equality.

The three Es of modern meritocracy are effort, education and exams (Rad-

nor, Koshy, Taylor 2006, 295):

  Effort: Merit consists of IQ and attempts, meaning that meritocratic sys-

tem clearly good, fair and desirable (Reynolds, Xian 2014, 122).

  Education: If a modern education is based on a selection mechanism in 

a meritocratic system, it is very important to provide incentives for indi-

viduals to create economic efficiency and industrial development at an 

aggregate level (Li 2001, 73).

  Exams: The third element of meritocracy accounts for the functionalist 

idea which means that discrepancies in success should be induced diffe-

rent rewards (Mijs 2015).

Gradstein (2004) comes up with three prepositions for the structure of me-

ritocracy. To understand the importance of meritocracy, it becomes beneficial 

to evaluate these prepositions.

Firstly, if the degree of meritocracy is quite high in a society, the educational 

resources are distributed unevenly across individuals (Gradstein 2004, 800). 

Secondly, an increasing function of a child’s productivity is the preferred level 

of meritocracy (Gradstein 2004, 801). Third preposition is that compared to 

democratic administration, an elite administration is willing to be more meri-
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tocratic (Gradstein 2004, 802). Theoretically, most of countries are democratic 

and in other countries are trying to be more democratic than that of now. And 

equal opportunity is for everyone. However, it is not enough for a meritocratic 

society. In addition, there should be justice. When these two are not realized, 

some structural problems can arise. One of these problems reflects on labor 

markets as jobless growth. 

Jobless growth can be seen in that while economy grows, employment 

growth will take negative values or zero in an economy (Reber 2014, 5) and 

this can be evaluated theoretically by using labor market graphs.

Graph 1. Labor Market with Meritocracy
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S o u r c e : Abel & Bernanke 2001, 90.

A labor market equilibrium can change whether there is meritocracy or not 

in an economy. The reason of this is that meritocracy can be seen a positive sup-

ply shock. On the other hand, if there is no meritocracy in an economy, negati-

ve supply shock will be seen in labor markets. And while meritocratic systems 

have benevolent effects for qualified workers, in the system which is not meri-
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tocratic, unqualified workers can get advantage in entering labor market. And 

the assumption of meritocracy is a skill-biased technical change, if meritocracy 

is applied, more qualified workers can enter the labor market and the employ-

ment level and real wage will increase.

Graph 2. Labor Market with no Meritocracy
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S o u r c e : Abel & Bernanke 2001, 90. 

However, there can be seen negative technical change in a society witho-

ut meritocracy. In that case, most of the qualified workers are not employed 

and instead, unqualified workers will place in labor market. However, becau-

se qualified are not included in the labor market, the outputs which need qu-

alified labor to produce will decrease. Although the economy will increase in 

initial stage, this increase cannot extend the capacity of economy. This results 

in excess employment and firms remove some workers to maximize their pro-

fits. Consequently, while economy grows, employment will decrease. In other 

words, jobless growth occurs in such kind of economy.
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saving insufficiency meets hot money, every economic growth cannot be em-

ployment-intensive, in developing countries, financial expansion and collapse 

period result in persistent distortion in labor markets and economic growth 

stages, the competition between the states which want to benefit from global 

capital and global capital is realized over labor price and wage, there is a sub-

stitution between technology and labor, legal arrangements are accepted as 

a burden for the capitalist system, social security contributions are seen as co-

sts for the capitalists, globalization rarifies levying taxes on capital and incre-

ases tax burden for workers, outward-oriented capital markets and common 

financial speculative actions shrink labor-intensive sectors and increase un-

derground economy and eradicate available job opportunities.

At microeconomic level, saving is needed for individual consume. On the 

other hand, savings are an indicator for future economic growth in terms of 

macroeconomic level (Karlan, Ratan, Zinman 2014, 36). Theoretically, the sum 

of consumption, investments and government purchases are equal to GDP. And 

it is assumed that saving and investments are equal to each other. That’s why; 

in the case of increases of saving, it is easily said that a country grows. However, 

when there is insufficiency in terms of saving, and if this insufficiency is met by 

hot money, some problems arise in an economy like long- term unemployment.

In fragile economies, domestic saving insufficiency is meet some ways like 

hot money. Hot money is the money that immediately changes among financial 

markets in looking for the highest short term interest rate (Allen 2009, 198). 

In fragile economies, hot money generally takes place and for a short term eco-

nomic recovery can be seen. However, because this type of investment is with-

drawn when a better alternative is found, economy meets a turbulence in terms 

of growth and employment. Put it differently, while economic growth is seen by 

means of hot money, because there is no structural investment in economy, em-

ployment becomes zero or negative. This indicates that it is not a strictly link 

between economic growth and employment. As a result, jobless growth occurs 

due to domestic insufficiency. 

The dynamics of capitalism play an important role to see clearly the com-

petition between capitalists and states which want to get benefit from the ca-

pitalists’ capital.
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The fundamental of dynamics in capitalism is that change in national inco-

me is equal to change in wages, change in capitalist surplus and surplus inve-

sted (Lambert, Kwon 2015, 4). For capitalists, wages are production costs. Be-

cause of this and profit maximization incentives, they always want to pay low 

wages. So, there will be a trade of between wage and capitalist surplus for sta-

tes and capitalists. And some strategies applied by capitalists and states will 

arise. Each strategy has its pros and cons.

Firstly, if states present some privileges to capitalists, they can increase na-

tional income without thinking individuals’ welfare. However, states sometimes 

behave differently. Secondly, as known, the aim of political parties is voting ma-

ximization. To realize it, they can present some facilities to voters by ignoring 

capitalists’ stakes. Especially this type of behavior occurs before elections. 

In the first strategy, even if there is a potential for individuals to find a job 

despite of low wages, economy can grow with an increasing employment level.

In the second strategy, because wages increase, so does national income be-

cause high wages have a potential to increase consumption. Put it differently, 

national income will increase. But, at the end of this process because capitali-

sts are ignored, job opportunities will decrease and so will employment level. 

In one hand economy grows, but on the other hand employment level will de-

crease. As a result, jobless growth occurs due to competition between states 

and capitalists.

The aims of technology are to enable training to people for the creation of 

objects of value on behalf of consumers to improve active originative participa-

tion in useful activities and to improve the ability to make miscellaneous links 

between science and human necessities (Sasova 2014, 56). As it is seen, altho-

ugh technology has some beneficial features, it is sometimes used contrary to 

employment level. For instance, if there is much automation by means of tech-

nology, a company does not need to employ a worker and by doing so it can ma-

ximize its profit and economy can grow. 

Some legal arrangements like regulation and social security contributions 

are acknowledged as costs for firms and this undoubtedly affects employment 

policies and innately employment level.

The regulation approach can help to form a connection between institutio-

nal forms and regularities of capitalist economies (Jessop 1997, 288). Due to 

profit maximization incentives, some firms have potential to be a natural mo-

nopoly. But this creates imperfection for lots of economies which try to form 

perfect competition markets. In that case regulations can be needed.
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The regulations for natural monopolies are divided into three ways (Çetin, 

  Rate of Return Regulation: Firms gains do not exceed the service co-

sts which are regulated. For this reason, the gains are restricted (Çetin, 

  Price Cap Regulation: This type of regulation tries to enable firms some 

  Incentive Regulation: This is a regulation method which is designed 

to enable utilities with incentives to reach specific targets, or to come 

across specific standards or to perform in a more economic way (Mann 

1997, 4). 

In a capitalist economy, there is a framework which consists of three levels. 

The top level is political authority, the middle level is regulators provided by 

political authority, regulations and institutions and the bottom level is formal 

markets (Scott 2011, 43). Among this system, some regulatory policies which 

are defined above are applied on monopolists. But monopolists generally do not 

like such policies since they decrease monopolist’s profits. However, since the-

se policies are formed under legal constructions, monopolists have to obey the-

se policies. So, monopolists still contribute to economic growth but with a lo-

wer employment rate. That’s why; jobless growth problem may arise in such 

economies.

Another example of legal arrangements is social security contributions paid 

by firms for workers. More employment means more social security contribu-

tions firms have to pay. Because these contributions are assumed as costs by 

firms, firms may be unwilling to employ new workers. In this event, employ-

ment policies become unaffected and while economy goes on growing, employ-

ment level can be zero or negative. This is another aspect of the reason related 

to jobless growth.

Globalization is a vigorous process and its contemporary roots are based 

on disruption, protectionism and wretchedness of the Great Depression. Three 

key elements indicate the process of globalization. First is a breaking down of 

international trade barriers, the second one is deregulation and privatization 

and the last one is international coordination (Deprez 2014, 371). These ele-

ments undoubtedly can have an effect on taxation.

The most prominent and significant effect of globalization on taxation can 

be seen in the taxation of capital income. Because globalization causes finan-

cial liberalization and technological improvement, financial capital elasticity is 
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equal to infinite, meaning that financial capital can easily leave a country with 

high tax rates and move into another country with lower tax rates since there 

is almost no barriers (Seob 2014, 174). For this reason, the taxes which are not 

collected from capital gains are levied on labor and tax burden is imputed on 

workers. Due to financial capital mobility, while economy can grow, employ-

ment will be fixed or will decrease. The reason of decreasing employment is 

that tax burden causes people who want to enter labor market discourage to 

find a job because working becomes more costly than being unemployed. In 

other words, tax burden on labor causes substitution effect to be greater than 

income effect. Consequently, at the end of such stage, jobless growth will occur.

Capital markets which are open and financial speculation actions shrink 

traditional labor intensive sectors by changing economic structure. Also, they 

increase underground economy, suppress real sector and by this way they era-

The idea of that positions are obtained on the underpinning of merit rather than 

the features like patronage, seniority, gender and so on is a necessary principle 

of modern liberal democratic governance. If there is a competition among can-

didates, the strongest belief is that the best one is appointed consistent with his 

or her ability. Another meaning of merit is related to the notion of desert and 

according to this meaning who deserves to appoint is the best person (Thorn-

ton 2013, 129). This best person make meritorious decisions by thinking the 

questions associated with legality, trustworthiness, timeliness, transparency, 

sustainability, morality (Godwin 2011, 318–319). However, to realize this affir-

mative meritocratic structure, an appropriate environment should be formed.

Two steps should be formed for such kind of meritocracy (Walton, Spencer, 

Erman 2013, 11–22):

  Creation of an environment which excludes biased thoughts;

  Regarding the hidden ability in acceptance and employing.

Biased thoughts prevent selecting a qualified worker for the critical posi-

tion in both public and private sectors. In private sector, main aim is profit ma-

ximization. To do this, this sector employs qualified workers. Think that it wo-

uld not employ such workers. Instead, employment policies would consist of 

subjective criteria indicated above. This is nepotism and the end of nepotism is 

inefficiency. That’s why; for this association there would be two options. First 
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is that it takes a risk to go bankruptcy. Theoretically, because the main aim is 

profit maximization, the owner does not desire this option. Another option is 

that the owner lays the worker off whom he hires according to biased thoughts. 

In that case, the owner can go on his way and he forms new employment poli-

cies which provide employing qualified workers.

In public sector, main aim is to provide services to its citizens. However, it 

doesn’t matter whether you realize most of services or not because other wor-

kers who are unqualified earn the same salary. But for a party which wants to 

maximize its votes, employing qualified workers is a better way to make voting 

maximization. And employing workers according to biased thoughts prevent 

workers from revealing his or her hidden ability. In addition, such a state turns 

into an autocratic state. 

To avoid such implications, main argument should be “S Merits X in virtue 

of M” where S is person, X is outcome and M is ability possessed by M (McCrud-

den 1998, 547). Suppose that S knows treating cancer (namely M). In that case 

S gets a high salary (X) above labor market equilibrium price. If employment 

policies should be like in this example, efficient-driven labor market will arise. 

To deserve X, however, people should have equal opportunity. That’s why; me-

ritocracy should be rest on two ways which was practiced in 19th century in En-

gland to be a superior system (Madan 2007, 3045): 

  Efficiency Argument: Selection should be accurate. In other words, the-

re cannot be uncertain points in employing workers.

  Equality Argument: A pool should be form and all population places in 

there to be selected the best. 

These two arguments are strictly necessary. But, equality in opportunity is 

also necessary to operate the economic system efficiently. With private and pu-

blic sectors which are full of qualified workers, an economy operates efficiently 

and jobless growth cannot be seen.

The jobless growth problem can be analyzed by examining growth rates and 

unemployment rates of developing economies:
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Table 1

Countries 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Turkey 9.7 9.9 9.6 9.5 9.0 9.1 10.0 13.0 11.1 9.1 8.4 9.0 9.9

Japan 5.3 5.2 4.7 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.9 5.0 5.0 4.5 4.3 4.0 3.6

Mexico 2.8 2.9 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.9 5.3 5.3 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.9

New Zealand 5.3 4.7 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.6 4.1 6.1 6.5 6.5 6.8 6.1 5.5

Hungary 5.8 5.8 6.0 7.1 7.4 7.3 7.8 10.0 11.1 10.9 10.9 10.2 7.8

Israel 12.7 13.2 12.8 11.2 10.4 9.1 7.7 9.4 8.3 7.1 6.8 6.2 6.0

Portugal 5.0 6.2 6.6 7.5 7.6 7.9 7.5 9.4 10.7 12.6 15.5 16.1 13.7

Estonia 11.1 10.4 10.0 7.9 5.9 4.5 5.5 13.4 16.5 12.2 10.0 8.6 7.3

Slovenia 6.3 6.6 6.2 6.5 5.9 4.8 4.3 5.8 7.2 8.1 8.8 10.1 9.9

Greece 10.3 9.7 10.5 9.9 9.0 8.3 7.7 9.6 12.7 17.8 24.4 27.4 26.4

S o u r c e : http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=51396 (accessed: 07.03.2015).

Table 2. Growth rate as percentage

Countries 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Turkey 6.1 5.2 9.3 8.4 6.8 4.6 0.6 -4.8 9.1 8.7 2.1 4.1 2.9

Japan 0.2 1.6 2.3 1.3 1.6 2.1 -1.0 -5.5 4.6 -0.4 1.4 1.5 0.3

Mexico 0.1 1.4 4.0 3.2 4.9 3.1 1.1 -4.4 5.1 4.0 3.7 1.3 2.5

New Zealand 4.8 4.3 4.3 2.6 2.2 3.3 -0.6 0.6 1.8 1.1 2.6 2.5 3.1

Hungary 4.4 3.7 4.7 4.2 3.9 0.5 0.8 -6.5 0.7 1.8 -1.4 1.5 3.3

Israel -0.1 1.0 5.0 4.3 5.6 6.1 3.9 1.5 5.7 4.1 2.9 3.3 2.5

Portugal 0.7 -0.9 1.8 0.7 1.5 2.4 0.1 -2.9 1.8 -1.8 -3.3 -1.3 0.8

Estonia 6.1 7.4 6.4 9.4 10.4 7.9 -5.3 -14.7 2.4 8.2 4.6 1.6 2.0

Slovenia 3.8 2.8 4.3 4.0 5.6 6.9 3.3 -7.7 1.2 0.6 -2.6 -0.9 2.1

Greece 3.1 6.5 4.8 1.1 5.7 3.3 -0.4 -4.3 -5.3 -8.8 -6.6 -3.9 0.8

S o u r c e : http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=51396 (accessed: 07.03.2015).

When it is looked to the data above, it is easily seen that most of the breaking 

point is the year of 2009. The reason of this case is global financial crisis. Tha-

t’s why; this also shows that most of the developing economies are fragile and it 
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should be searched for how to avoid such kind of cases. But, firstly, it is exami-

ned the jobless growth periods of developing countries.

Although there are strong job opportunities, unemployment increases be-

cause labor force in Turkey enlarges quickly (World Bank 2014). In addition, 

after 2010, Turkey established new universities and graduated people have 

been attending to labor force. These reasons shed light on why Turkey has jo-

bless growth at the term 2012–2013. While growth rate increase – from 2.1% 

to 4.1% –, unemployment rate – 8.4% to 9.0% – will decrease in this period. 

Labor market in Japan has calmly retrieved in return for triggering fiscal 

stimulus and sequential economic growth (Organization for Economic Coope-

ration and Development 2014, 1). In addition, it has a strong economy. However, 

global financial crisis affected this economy. In terms of jobless growth, from 

2008 to 2009 while growth rate increases, the employment rate will be almost 

fixed, meaning that jobless growth problem occurred in Japan.

In Mexico, a global retardation started at the end of 2001 and this had an 

important effect on economic actions of Mexico. Domestic sources of Mexico 

were insufficient for third reasons: First reason is insufficient level and quali-

ty of investment after 1995 and the second reason is credit squeeze after peso 

crisis, and the third reason is that high interest rates adversely affected inve-

stments. As a result, employment became fragile and the income was low and 

unstable (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 2004, 38–

39). For these reasons, Mexico had some adverse economic implications like 

jobless growth. Because while growth rate increased from 0.1% to 1.4%, the 

unemployment rate raised from 2.8% to 2.9%. After that time, Mexico showed 

an important GDP growth rate which raise from 1.4% to 4.0%. 

Nonetheless, labor force grew rapidly in Mexico. In other words to say, Mexi-

co economy did not meet this capacity (Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development 2005, 29), meaning that despite of the increase in GDP, unem-

ployment rate increased from 2.9% to 3.6% in 2003–2004 term. Put it differen-

tly, Mexico had jobless growth again.

After global financial crisis, Mexican government presented an anti-crisis 

package for unemployment. (Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-

velopment 2009a, 35). This case reflected to employment level and unemploy-

ment rate stayed constant while GDP growth rate increasing sharply from 4.4% 

to 5.1%. So that, Mexico had jobless growth problem at the term of 2008–2009. 

In 2012, a package reform, known as “Pacte por México”, was accepted to re-

ach a welfare position in economy (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
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Development 2015, 4). From this perspective, if examined, it is seen that GDP 

growth rate increased from 1.3% to 2.5% whilst unemployment rate remained 

same. To sum up, Mexico experienced jobless growth four times in its 21st eco-

nomic history.

In terms of income level and output, New Zealand showed a successful trend 

until 2007. However, this process shifted adversely after 2007. The internatio-

nal oil prices increased sharply, maintained high domestic growth pressed ca-

pacity, monetary policy was tightened, capital gains slowed, drought problem 

arouse and finally in 2008 growth rate was negative (Organization for Econo-

mic Cooperation and Development 2009b, 21). After that time, economy reco-

vers in terms of GDP growth increased from -0.6% to 0.6%, but unemployment 

rate increased from 4.1% to 6.1% for the term of 2008–2009. After that, the 

effects of crises went on and while GDP growth rate increased from 0.6% to 

1.8%, the unemployment rate rose from 6.1% to 6.5%. Next year, GDP growth 

rate decreased. However, in the term of 2011–2012 GDP growth rate increased 

from 1.1% to 2.6% with an increased unemployment rate from 6.5% to 6.8%.

Hungary has also three experiences about jobless growth. The first term is 

2003–2004. Growth rate increased from 5.8% to 6.0% in that time, and unem-

ployment rate increased too from 3.7% to 4.7%. The second term is 2007–2008. 

Growth rate increased from 0.5% to 0.8%. And the last jobless growth period is 

2009–2010 which growth rate increased from –6.5% to 0.7% as unemployment 

rate increased from 10.0% to 11.1%.

Israel lived jobless growth in the period of 2002–2003. Growth rate incre-

ased from -0.1% to 1.0%. In addition, Estonia had jobless growth problem just 

one term like Israel. After global financial crisis, growth rate increased from 

-14.7% to 2.4% and unemployment rate also increased from 13.4% to 16.5%. 

Another similar country is Slovenia in which growth rate increased -7.7% to 

1.2% as long as unemployment rate arouse from 5.8% to 7.2%, meaning that it 

had a jobless growth at that time.

Portugal demonstrated an interesting portrait. First jobless growth pro-

blem was experienced in 2003–2004 which growth rate increased from -0.9% 

to 1.8% as unemployment rate increased from 6.2% to 6.7%. The second one in 

2005–2006 which growth rate increased 0.7% to 1.5% as unemployment rate 

increased from 7.5% to 7.6%. The third experience is 2009–2010 which growth 

rate increased from -2.9% to 1.8% as unemployment rate increased from 9.4% 

to 10.7%. And the last one is the period of 2012–203 which growth rate rose 

from -3.3% to -1.3% as unemployment raised from 15.5% to 16.1%.
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The last country is Greece. Greece has two experiences about jobless 

growth. In the period of 2011–2012, growth rate increased from -8.8% to 

-6.6% as unemployment rate raised 17.8% to 24.4%. The second one is the pe-

riod of 2012–2013. In this time, growth rate increased from -6.6% to -3.9%. At 

the same time unemployment rate rose from 24.4% to 27.4%. 

As seen above, every developing economy experienced jobless growth at le-

ast one time. However, the most remarkable point is that every economy has 

fluctuations in terms of growth and unemployment. 

Because fluctuations have potential to rise jobless growth problem, one of the 

main and strong system – a meritocratic system – should be formed. However, 

some points ought to be materialized to from this system. These necessities are 

as follows:

  Exams or interviews should be fair: Exams and interviews are mo-

stly selected methods to employ qualified workers. If these methods are 

used unfairly, some undesirable results can be turned up. These undesi-

rable results lead to inefficiencies in both public and private sectors. If 

these inefficiencies turn up in private sector, most of firms can go ban-

kruptcy and the government can intervene to private sector to provide 

equilibrium both for consumers and producers. On the other hand, if the-

se inefficiencies turn up in public sector, important conflicts can arise 

in society and this can follow even a government change because equili-

brium is also in public sector as well as in private sector. 

  Democracy standards should be high: Democracy contains freedom 

and freedom brings creativity in personal ability. And a creative worker 

can produce qualified outputs. But this is not limited to workers. This is 

valid also for firms. In a freedom economic environment, perfect compe-

tition markets emerges and in a perfect competition markets, output qu-

ality will be better than that of previous situation. 

  Equal Opportunity should be presented to every individual: There 

is elitism in a society which does not include equal opportunity. Both the 

rich and the poor should obtain the same opportunities to prove their 

abilities. With equal opportunity principle, skilled but poor people can 

circumvent from poverty and gain status. As a result, such kind of socie-

ties can reach welfare and do not experience economic fluctuations.
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  Autocratic private and public structures should be destroyed: Au-

tocracy always presses people to show their abilities. The reason of this 

is that autocratic structures behave in a fordist manner. Put it differen-

tly, individualism is absorbed. However, people should be creative to be 

obtained desirable results or outputs. Thus, they should be behaved in 

a post-fordist manner. For instance, working conditions should be flexi-

ble. A worker should not fell himself or herself under pressure. Rather, 

the main focus ought to be on producing qualified output.

  Extreme utility maximization should be prevented: In a fair socie-

ty, every individual has right to maximize its utility for both private and 

public sector. Nonetheless, in some extreme cases, there can be schism. 

And inefficient outputs result form these schism movements since these 

movements place important cornerstones in public and private sectors.

  Promotions should be realized by using tax structures: Regardless 

of the qualified or the unqualified, all workers pay income taxes. And the 

income tax means a decrease in disposable income for individuals. In-

come taxes can be used for qualified workers as an incentive. Moreover, 

this can cause for unqualified workers to increase their capacities. By 

this way, disposable income can be increased and both fairness and equ-

ality can be reached. The only condition for this is to change tax structu-

res efficiently. In addition, Pareto optimum is enabled because qualified 

workers have potential to increase a country’s production possibilities. 

Meritocracy can be accepted as a merit good. After realizing the above, with 

this merit good, economic fluctuations are vanished thereby eradicating jo-

bless growth. Consequently, a desirable, equal and fair society can be reached. 
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